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OBJECTIVES:

a) Creating an awareness about entrepreneurship as an effective to a “White collar job”.

b) Students can be taken to trade fairs to collect information on industrial products of their

interest.

UNIT: I

Entrepreneurship – meaning, importance, types – role of entrepreneurs in economic development

– qualities of an entrepreneur – entrepreneur as a career.

UNIT:II

How to start business? – production, selection – form of ownership plant location – land,

building, water and power – raw materials – machinery – man power – other infra – nutrition structural

facilities – Licensing, registration and local bye laws.

UNIT: III

Institutional Arrangement for Entrepreneurship development – D.I.C.,

ITC.O.T,S.I.D.C.O.N.S.I.C., S.I.S.I – Institutional Finance to Entrepreneurs – T.I.I.C., S.I.D.B.I.

Commercial Banks – Incentives to small scale industries.

UNIT: IV

Project report – Meaning and Importance – Project Identification – Contents of a project report –

(as per requirements of Financial Feasibility and Economic Feasibility – Break Even Analysis.



UNIT:V

Case histories of successful entrepreneurs – Entrepreneurship development in India – Women

Entrepreneurship in India -Sickness in small scale industries and their remedial measures

UNIT 1

  ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Definitions:

                    Following are some definittions of the term “entrepreneur.”

            1. A true entrepreneur is one who is endowed with more than average capacities in the

risk of organising and co-ordinating the various other facilities of production.

-Francis, A .water.

  2. An entrepreneneur is one who always searches for change, responds to it and exploits

it as an oppurnity.

                                                                                                       -Peter, F. Drucker.

                 3. The function of the entrepreneur is one that promotes ideas into business.

                                                                                                                        -ArthurDewing

   IMPORTANCE OF ON ENTREPRENEUR

The true entrepreneur is one who is endowed with e more than areage capacities in

the task of organising and co-ordinating the factor of production, the now the term

“entrepreneur” is attributed to. All small Industrialises. Small business, traders and

industrialises. All people who are gainfully engaged in law fully accepted work are called

entrepreneurs.  The need of entrepreneur may be understood from the from the following.

1. When there is no entrepreneur, there is no development emergence of

entrepreneurs alone will result in the economic growth.



2. In the absence of entrepreneurs, available abundant resources will stand

unproductive.

                        3. Employment opportunities will be giving to unemployment person at large.

4. New products are manufactured for the changing requirements of the modern

society. 

5. Entrepreneur is the pivot around which all other factors of production

techniques’ should remove.               

6. Entrepreneur influences the improvement of standard of living of the weaker

sections of the society.

TYPES OF ENTREPRENEURS

One should know the various types of entrepreneurs as given below.

1 Innovators

2  2 Imitators

3  3 Fabian

4  Drone

5  Laggard

The above types entrepreneur’s posses certain individual characterisistics.

1. Innovators:

These entrepreneurs  foresee  the  opportunity  for  introducing  new  products,   or new

techniques of production , new usage of  the existing  products , new market and/or  restructuring

the organisation . Such persons take efforts to raise capital, assemble materials, men and

machines and established the enterprise. Schumpeter advocates this type of entrepreneurs. When

the people of a developed country have a continuous desire for change and progress, innovators

take up new experimentations.

2 . Imitators:

These entrepreneurs adopt successful innovation initiated by innovating

entrepreneurs.  They follow the innovators later after observing how they benefit.  They imitate

the knowledge, technology, and skill already available. Imitators contribute significantly to the

development of under –development countries. 

3. Frabian Entrprenurs:



These entrepreneurs are generally shy and lazy.  They are not interested in innovating

or imitating any new techniques.  Their activities are mostly influenced by religion, custom, and

tradition. They are not ready to take risk, but they ready to follow the ideas of their predecessors.

4. Drone Entrepreneurs:

These entrepreneurs are conventional people who resist changes.  They refuse any

new opportunity or idea and strick to conventional products and ideas. They do not make a

change in production methods even at losses.

5. Laggards:  These entrepreneurs resist changes of all types.  They operate according to their

conventions.  When their products are outdated, they cannot survive in the market.

         CHARACTERISTITICS

                                  (QUALITIES OR TRAITS) OF AN ENTREPRENEUR

1. Technical competence:

A successful entrepreneur must be a person with techniques knowledge and practice.

2. Clear objectives:

He should set clear objectives.  This may relate to production or service activities.

3. Mental ability:

He must have intelligence and creative thinking.  He should anticipate changes in every aspect.

4. Human relations:

He must maintain good relations with his employees, suppliers, creditors   and customers.

5. Communication ability:

He must have good communication ability. Both the sender and the receiver must understand the 

communication in the same sense.

6. Secrecy:

He is interested in expanding the scale of operations to the possible extent.

 7. Expansion:

He is interested in expanding the scale of operations to the possible extent.



8. Risk – taking:

He should he willing to assume risks. He should be mentally alert, practically wise, shrewd and 

intelligent.

9. Mobilise resources:

He should have the ability to marshal necessary resources for achieving the objectives.  He 

should posses the impulse to fight and succeed and to prove him supervises to others:

10. General Ability:

He must be able to inspire loyality and hard work in order to raise productivity and efficiency.

In general successful entrepreneur should have the following qualities or traits.

                               1. Drive to achieve and grow.

                               2. Total commitment and determination.

                               3. Taking initiative and personal responsibility.

                                4. Organising ability.

                                 5. Motivation

                                 6. Risk-Taking

                                  7. Dynamism.

          8. Self-confidence

                                  9. Low need for status and power

                                 10. Integrity and reliability

                                 11. Realism and sense of humour

ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURS IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Entrepreneurship plays an important role in the economic development of a country.  It is

the spirit of entering into economic activities.  It permits the growth of both the public and the

private sector.  Entrepreneurs’ are strategic innovators seeking profitability and growth.  There is

wide range of contributions that entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship can make to the economic

development of a Nation - They are given below.



1. Entrepreneurs are instrumental in raising productivity through technical and other forms of

innovation.

2. Job opportunities are created by entrepreneurs.  Unemployed persons are provided chance to

work and earn.

3. Every entrepreneur is involved in the technical aspects of the relevant establishment.  It is

possible to acquire further know –how by transfer of technology.

4. Entrepreneurs play an important role in commercialising new inventions and products.

5. Entrepreneurs play a critical role in the restruring and transformation of economy.

6. Entrepreneurs follow innovation technique for marketing their products.  They make markets

more competitive and efficient.

7. The need to generate employment and conserve scarce resources is likely to lead a greater

emphasis on large and medium industry and on the services sector.

8. Entrepreneurs stimulate a redistribution of wealth, income and power in ways that are

economically positive.

9. Entrepreneurs are helpful in improving the social welfare of a country by harnessing dormant,

previously overlooked talent.

10. Expansion of international market is quite possible by entrepreneurs.

 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS A CAREER

Career is an occupation for which specialised knowledge, skill and training are

required. A person who has specialised skill should utilise them not only for self satisfaction but

also for the larger interest of the society.  The success of the skill is measured not in terms of

money alone. Entrepreneurship is regarded as a career as it satisfies the following requirements

of career. 

1. Livelihood:

Every career should provide means of livelihood. Entrepreneur is creating a strong base for

earning money on a long –term approach.

2. Existence of knowledge:

Entrepreneurships have been developed as a district body of knowledge. Any person with sound

knowledge.  Any person with sound knowledge can plan and work to achieve an objective.



3. Problem – Solving:

An entrepreneur is recognised as a person capable of solving problems.  In every career the

incumbent must have the capacity to solve problems.

4. Ethical practice:

For every career some ethical standards are provided. Every individual of the career must

conform to these standards.  An Entrepreneur must enter into ventures which should have the

following characters.

                           (i)Rendering   Service only good to the society.

                            (ii)Ventures which are legally accepted.

(iii)Readiness to extend the benefits of achievements to the welfare of the

society.

5. Development:

A career must give chance to all, particularly to the youth, to learn and develop.

Entrepreneurship provides the avenue for younger generation and others for growth and

development. Consultancy and training programmes are being conducted in field of

entrepreneurship by the government and private associations.

               Unit 2

STARTING A BUSINESS

How to start business?-product selection-from of ownership-plant location-

land,buildings,water   and power, raw material, Machinery, Man power and other

infrastructural facilities-licensing, registrations and local bye laws.

For a predominantly agricultural country like India Development of industries is a

must. There is a strong case for the industrialization of countries like India with vast man-

power, huge resources, and continental dimensions. Industrial development alone can

provide a secure basis for a rapid growth of income. The number of industries is very

large with a massive number of producing units engaged in the production of a great

variety of products.

How to start a business?

Business includes industries and commerce. Industry is engaged in production and

supply of goods and services. Commerce is concerned with activities leading to exchange



and distribution of goods and services.

The entrepreneur should decied upon the type of industrial unit or commercial

undertaking which seems to be suitable for him. Availability of technical know-how, ease

of setting up, lack of competition and previous employment experience are the main

reasons for choice of industry. The socio-economic background significantly influenes on

the level of to experimental motivation access to resource and risk bearing capacity,

which in turn influences the growth of entrepreneurs..

     Product selection

A product is a bundle of potential utility. it is a non-living object. A product means an

object which satisfies the need of the customer. Without product, there cannot be any

industrail and activity. Product is the soul of business and without it nothing may happen.

The entrepreneur must select a product before contributing the capital and taking sincere

effects. He/she should note the following.

     Form Of Ownership.

The next decision to be taken in organising industrial or trading activities is that of

ownership organisation. The modern industrial or trading activities may be conducted

either by private organisation or by public organisation.

               Form of ownership organisation

Private organization                         Public Organisation

1. Sole proprietorship                           1.statutory Corporation

2. Partnership                                   2. Government Company

3. Joint Hindu family business                   3.Government Department

4. Joint stock company

5. Co-operative organisation.

These forms are briefly explained below.

      Form of Business Organisation



A business unit run by one person who contributes its capital is called a sole trader

concern. in the capacity of owner, the sole trader carries on business for earning profit for

himself.  Without the intervention of others,the sole trader takes all efforts and decisions

along with risks and returns. The liability of a sole proprietor is unlimited. In order to

settle business liability, If any, private assets of the owner must be

considered.(e.g.grocery,ship, medical shop, legal service, medical service etc. may be run

by a sole owner)

Merits

1. Easy:

It is very easy to start and run a sole trader concern. It does not involve much legal

complications.                             

2. Efficiency:

As the owner contributed capital, he/she will conduct the business economically

and efficiently.

3. Flexibility:

The sole trader can change his business policies on his own without waiting for

permission from any other person.

4. Secrecy:

It is quite to maintain secrecy as to business ideas, techniques and business

relations. Quick decisions can be taken on various business problems, depending upon the

situation.                                            

6. Care:

 As profit goes to the only person called proprietor, he will take utmost care

enthusiastically for future development.

7. Contact:

Personal contact between the owner and customers build a good image for the

concern.                       

8. Help:

 Sometimes, customers themselves provide some facilities and help to sole trader

based on needs.          



9. Good Relations:

A sole trader directly manages the business .So,he/she develops good relations with

the employees. Again this will help to improve the business efficiency.

10. This type of organisation is mostly suitable to persons who have self-

confidence, untiring efforts and responsibilities towards business achievements.                

Demerits:

1)  The quantum of capital contributed is low. Many persons will hesitate to lend huge

loans to a sole trader.

2) One persons will not be able to grasp all the techniques of a business organisation.

3) As the liability is unlimited many persons hesitate to start sole trader concerns.

4) It has no Separate legal entity. On the last breathing of the sole trader, the business

generally comes to the end.

5) Even though the family members continue the same business, there is no assurance that

they will run the business with the same efficiency and care.

Partnership:

When two or more persons join together and start a business. it is called a partnership

firm. Each person, contributing capital, is known as a partner and they are totally

regarded as a firm, they all act as per the clauses of the agreement called partnership

Deed. All partners of one partner can manage the business affairs. Firms are established

to overcome the drawbacks of sole trader concerns namely deficiency of capital and lack

of administrative ability.     

Features of a firm:

1. It is created on the basis of an agreement.

2. There must be a minimum of 2 persons, to start a firm .In the case of a banking

business the maximum number of partners should be 10 and in other business 20. 

3. The business operations should be conducted by all partners or any one partner

authorised by all partners. This is especially provided in the partnership deed. One partner

is allowed to conduct the firm based on the principle of agency.  

4. There is no legal entity for a firm. it is not separated from the partners.

5. Partnership is based on the contract entered into by partners in order to share profits



earned from a business of profession.

6. The contract among partners may be in oral or written form .it is better to have it in

written form so as to avoid any differences of opinio. the terms of contract are found in

the partnership deed. he contents of a partnership deed are given below.

a) The title of partnership, name of partners and address.

b) Nature of business and duration of the firm.

c) The capital to be contributed by partners and the manner of payment.

d) Ratio for sharing profits or losses.

e) Salary and commission to partners.

f) Interest on capital and drawings.

g) The details’ of sharing the administrative responsibilities.

i) The manner of settlement of accounts among partners.

j) The procedure for admission of partners, retirement of partners, filling up the vacancies

caused by the death of existing partner.

k)Audit procedure and details

l) Dissolution of film

8) The film may be registered in the office of the Registrar,but it is not compulsory

9) No legal proceedings can be taken against unregistered films, except for their

dissolution.

Merits of a partnership firm

1) It is easy to start and dissolve a firm. it does not involve much legal complication.

2) As compared to sole trade - concerns, the capital and efficiency are better.

3) It is easy to change the business based on the situation.

4) As the liabilities of partners are unlimited, partner will not opt for risky business.

5) It is possible for a firm to get the benefits of dividing of work.

6) As partner has equal right, they act sincerely and avoid fraudulent practices.

Demerits:



1. Capital is inefficient to expand the business beyond a certain level.

2. There is no legal status and entity for a firm.

3. A firm is dissolved on the death or insolvency or instantly of a partner.

4. As the liability is unlimited, partner hesitates to take up new ventures.

5. The maximum limit restricts the entry of more partners and prevents business

expansion.

6. One partner cannot transfer his share in the firm to any person without the concept of

other partners.

Joint stock company

A company is an association of persons formed for a common purpose. This

purpose may be to carry on business for profit or to promote art, science, sport, charity or

any other legal activity. A company is an incorporated association and it has a perpetual

succession and a common seal. It has a separate entity distinct from it members who

constitute .It is an artificial person created by law.

Definition of a company

According to the companies act a company means."A company formed and

registered under this act an existing company".-section 3(1)(1)

"An existing company means a company formed and registered under any of the

former companies Acts".-sec (1 )(iii).

Characteristics of A company

         The essential characteristics textures of a company are given below.

1. Voluntary association of persons:

A company is a voluntary association of persons contributes money or money's

worth to a common fund. They employ the funds in a business and share the profit or loss

arising in the business.

2. Incorporate Association:

A company must be registered under the company Act. if the association is not

registered as per the providing of the companies Act, it is deemed to be an illegal

association. 

3. Artificial person:



A company is an artificial person which comes into existence through law. Like a

natural person. It can enter into contracts and own property in its name. it can sue others,

and others can sue the company. It has act through a board of directors as it cannot act on

its own.

4. Separate Legal Entity:

A company has a distinct identity separate from its member. The company is not

liable for the individual the debts of the company. So, the creditors of a company can

recover their money only from the property of the company. As the company has separate

legal entity. Members can enter into contracts with the company like any other individual.

5. Perpetual succession:

A company has a continuous existence which is not affected by the death or

insolvency of its original owners. since a company is set up by a process of law, it can be

wound up only in accordance with the law. Unless the company is wound up, it always

survives.

6. Common seal:

Every company must have a common seal on which the name of the company is

engraved. As the company is an artificial person. Common seal is regarded is the official

signature of the company.

Every important document must bear the common seal which is duly witnessed by at

least two directors.

7. Owning properties:

A company can own, enjoy and dispose property in its name. The property of the

company must be used only for the business of the company. Members cannot derive

personal benefit from the assets of the company.

8. Limited Liability:

The liability of the members of the company is limited to the amount of unpaid on

their respective shareholding. No member can be asked to pay more than his due. The

creditor of a company cannot claim any amount beyond the asset of the company.

9. Transferability of shares:

Transfer his shares. However, the articles can prescribe the manner in which such transfer

will be effected.

10. Not a citizen:



A company is a legal person but not a citizen. it cannot claim any fundamental

right under the constitution.

Types of company:

A company is a legal person but a citizen .it cannot claim any fundamental

rights under the constitution.

1. Chartered Companies

Chartered companies are those which are incorporate. By a Royal charter.

Charter is the special sanction granted by the Head of a state. This gives certain exclusive

privileges, nights, and powers to a distinct body of persons for conducting. business in

specified areas.(e.g.).The East Indian company was formed by the Royal Charter in

England.

2. Statutory companies

statutory companies are those companies which are incorporated under a special

Act passed either by the parliament or the state Legislature

objects,powers,responsibilities,etc.of such companies are defined in the relevant special

Act.    

3. Registered companies

The Register of companies under, the Indian companies Act are known as registered

companies. The formation, working and continuity of such companies are governed by

the provisions of the companies Act. Most of the companies in the field of industry and

commerce are registered companies.

Kinds of Registered companies

          There are following kinds of registered companies

              1) Unlimited company

              2) Limited company and

              3) Government company.

Unlimited company

Where the liability of members of a company unlimited, it is known as unlimited

company. Members of an unlimited company must satiny in full all the claims of the third

parties on the company



COMPANY LIMITED BY GURARANTEE:

In this company, liability of its members is limited to the extent of the unpaid amount of the

shares held by them plus the amount guaranteed by them. This type of company may be formed

to promote art, literature, sports, and Religion charitable purpose. This company may or may not

have share Capital.

COMPANYLIMITED BY SHARE:

Liability of the members of this company is limited to the extent of the unpaid amount of shares

held by them. Of the three types of registered companies.Companieslimited by shares are most

common.

GOVERNMENT COMPANY:

A   Government company is a company in which not less than 51% of the share capital is

held by the central Government, or partly by the central government and partly by one or more

state government. The subsidiary of a government company is also a government company.

FORMS OF REGISTERED COMPANIES:

          Registered companies may be formed in one of the two forms viz.

I) Private company, and

II) Public company.

PRIVATE COMPANY:

          A private company means a company which by its articles

a) Restricts the transfer of its shares.

b) Limited the number of its members to fifty.

c) Prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares in or

debentures of the company. 

Where two or more persons hold jointly one or more shares in a company. They are

treated as a single member.

A private limited company must use “PRIVATE LIMITED” as the last two words of its name.

Under section 43A, if 25%or more of the paid up capital of a private company is held by one or

more body corporate, the private company shall automatically become a public company. A

private company need have only two directors. They need not retire by rotation .A private

company may commence business immediately  after incorporation the profit and loss account

though filed with the register cannot be inspected by the public private companies which are

subsidiaries of public companies are treated almost at par with public companies.



PUBLIC COMPANY

It is company which is not a private company. The minimum number of member of members is

seven and maximum number is unlimited. There is no restriction regarding transferability of

shares and public subscription of shares. These companies are subject to strict legal control

limited liability and transferability of shares attracts large number of members to a public

company.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN PUBLIC COMPANY AND PRIVATE COMPANY:

PUBLIC COMPANY PRIVATE COMPANY

1.Shares are freely transferable 1. Right to transfer shares is restricted.

2. Minimum number of persons required to form

is 7.

2. Minimum number of persons required to forms is 2.

3. No restriction of the maximum number of

members.

3. The maximum number should not exceed 50.

4. A public company must have at least 3

directors.

4. A private company must have at least 2 directors.

5. Certificate of commencement of business is a

must in addition to the “certificate of

incorporation to commence the business.

5. Certificate of incorporation is enough to start the

business.

6. The procedure for the formation is complicated

and costly.

6. The corporation of a private company is stay and

relationship.

REGISTRATION OF FIRMS

1. Name of the firm

2. Principle place of business

3.  Name and address of all partners

4. Date of commencement



5. Nature of business of the firm

6. Duration of the firm

7. Details of branches, if any

8. Many others relevant details

Consequences of non –registration

1. An unregistered firm cannot use any partner.

      2. Partners cannot enforce their mutual claims against each other.

3. An unregistered firm cannot file a suit to enforce its claims against third parties for more

than RS.100.

      4. An unregistered firm cannot claim a set-off in suit for an amount more than RS.100.

SUICABOLITY OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP:

       Sole proprietorship is suitable in suitable in the following cases.

1. Where the requirement of capital is low. (e g. bakery, small hotel, studio etc.)

2. Where fashions change (e g. artistic furniture, interior decoration etc.)

3. Where limited risk is involved.(e g. automobile workshop, retail stores.)

4. Where personal attention is needed.(e g. painting shop, tailoring shop, beauty parlous .)

5. Where the demand is local,or seasonal.(e g. retail business, fruit Centre.)

SUITABLITY OF PARTNERSHIP FIRMS:

1. It is suitability for medium –sized business.

2. Where it requires limited capital.

3. It is suitable for running hospitals.

4. It is also suitable for professionals like chartered accountants, lawyers, and engineers.

SUITABLITY OF COMPANY FORM OF GANISATION:

      1.  Where the owners of the business want to enjoy limited liability.

      2. Where the business involves great asks. (eg. shopping  and always.)

3. Where the law makes it compulsory. (eg.banking can be operated only in the form of

company.)

     4. Where the production is heavy and the requirement capital is huge.

     5. Where the business involves large scale operations( e g construction of bridges, ships)

CHOICE OF FORM OF ORGANISATION



                   The following factors should be considered where up a new unit.

1. Nature of business.

2.  Extent of control and capital desired by Owners volume of business operations.

3.  Volume of business operation.

4.  Length of business desired.

5.  Government regulations.

6.  Tax liability.

7.  Expansion ideas, if any

8.

PLANT LOCATION

Plant location has a vital effect on the success or failure of the operation of an

industrial plant. Plant location is concerned with the establishment of manufacturing plant

to desire maximum operative economy and effectiveness. In the words of Lundy “total

manufacturing and distribution cost may vary as much as 10% simple by of the choice of

location” so in the selection of right location. Various factors should be considered to reap

maximum.

 NEED FOR PLANT LOCATION

1. Plant location is a must when a new enterprise is to be established.

2.  It is needed for an existing enterprise also whenever any expansion is proposed.

3.  When the present location is to be changed to a better place.

4.  When a new branch is to be established plant location is vital.

5.  When the existing factory is not in a position to get renewal of lease.

6. An appropriate location enables an undertaking to operate smoothly efficiently, and

with the minimum cost.

7. Wrong location leads to wastage in efforts and talents of the promoters which will

result in great loss.

                    WEBER’S THEORY OF LOCATION

Alfred weber’s theory was one of the first attempts to find out a scientific approach

to the problems of location. He divides the factors of factors of location as given

below.

FACTORS OF LOCATION

        The following are the primary factors affecting plant location.

LAND



The entrepreneur has to select the land carefully the type and area of land must be given

attention. Land should be sufficient not only for the present requirement but also for the future

expansion. In addition to factory and office building land is needed to construct residential

quarters for the staff and workers. Onehas to consider the advantages of classes of sites namely

city and village. Now- a -days government establishes industrial estates in sub-urban centres.

Industrial estate is a group of factories constructed with the facilities of bank, post office ,

electricity , transport , water and the like.

BUILDINGS

The entrepreneur has to decide upon the right type of buildings suitable to the factory

manufacturing be capable of controlling the concentration with light and humidity and

circulation of air buildings must be safety. Comfort and health of workers and protect

macmmeries and material from damages by weather.

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING

A single story building has the ground floor only. It is also known as horizontal

building.

MERITS OF SINGLE STOREY BUILDING.

1)  Cost of construction per square feet is low.

2)  It allows extension in any direction. Thus it is suitable for expansions.

3)  Ventilation and natural lighting are satisfactory.

4)  Flexibility of lay out is great.

5)  Supervision and control of the manufacturing process is easy.

LIMITATIONS OF SINGLE STOREY BUILDING.

1) As larger area of land is needed, the cost of land will be high.

2) Cost of heating is high because it is difficult to change the direction of hot air into a

horizontal path.

3) Cost of moving materials will be high.

    MULTI –STOREY BUILDING

A multistory building has several floors in addition to the ground floor. It is also

known as vertical building.

   MERITS OF MULTI –STOREY BUILDING

1) Requirement of land is less and so also the cost of the land.

2)  It facilitates the overhead storage.



3)  It is suitable for heavy manufacturing units.

4) Common ducts can be used for heating and thus heating cost is low.

5) Upper floor is cleaner than the ground floor.

     DEMERITS OF MULTI-STOREY BUILDING

1.) Foundation must be very strong; otherwise it will result in danger.

2.)  Cost of construction is very high.

3.)  Sufficient natural light is not available.

4.)  Changing of machinery from one floor to another is very difficult.

5.)  It increases the time and cost of moving materials.

6.)  It results in high cost of supervision.

SHAPE OF THE BUILDING

1. Ceiling:-

If the ceiling is flat, there will not be any natural lighting and ventilation.

If it is monitory type, ventilation and lighting would be inexpensive. If it is saw

tooth roofing with windows, distribution of light will be uniform.

2. FLOOR:-

Floor covering should be pleasant and easy to clean floor surface should be

strong enough to bear the load of movements of men and materials. The cost

of maintenance and wear and tear should also be minimum.

3. LIGHTING:-

Good lighting is essential for factory and office buildings. It will reduce

eye-strain and accidents. Lighting system should be ensuring proper

distribution and diffusion. There should not be any glaring effect.

4. Ventilation:-

High temperature may reduce mental alertness and increase physical fatigue

proper ventilation must be maintained as per the requirements of the factories

act. Ideal ventilation. Should supply air at proper temperature it should be free

from dust and noxious gases.

5. Fire prevention:-

Factory and office buildings should be designed so to prevent fire. Fire can be

prevented from spreading through the installation of fire-proof walls and

doors. Sprinklers and homo systems employees should be given orientation

about the prevention of fire accidents and emergency stops adequate entrance

for firemen and exits for employs should be plan next.

6. Provision of facilities:-



Buildings must consist amentias to employees, facilities must be provided for

first-aid, drinking, water, canteen, restroom, lunchroom, parking facilities,

lockers, toilet, libraries etc. 

7. Water:-

Modern industries need water for production purposes in paper industry a

lot of water is needed for mixing the pulp. Water is also needed for drinking

purpose of employees.

8. Power:-

The proximity of fuel and power is also one or the important factors of

location. Industries which use coals as their source of supply generally

concentrate in and around coal-fields. Power supply, and electricity generation

must be considered with much care. There should not be any power-failure.

9. Machinery:-

An entrepreneur needs various types of machines for production purposes.

Machines may be purposed on cash basis or credit basis. Even one can install

machinery by hire-purchase scheme or leasing agreement, experts in production

must be engaged while selecting machines.

10. Man-power

Industries should be located only at those places where the cheap

labour is abundantly available specialized workers and more in certain areas

hereditary skill of the workers a also considered for the development of a

particular industry in a particular place.

11.   Infrastructural   facilities:-          Apart from the above, general instratructural

facilities must also be considered in an organization. infrastructure includes

floor space buildings water facilities drainage facilities services of various

kinds for the bought workers.

LICENSING

If the entrepreneur has decided upon a product for manufacturing, he has to obtain the

required license. He has to apply for the registration of the industrial   unit.

In case of small scale industries one must obtain too provisional S.S.I. registration certificate.

This provision certificate is issued for one year and it may be renewed for two periods of 6

months each. It the entrepreneur still to alert may be extended.

 The following requirements must be entrepreneur.



1. Select a plot in a specified area.

2. Apply for shed in an industrial estate.

3. Apply for license from the concerned corporation/municipality.

4. Apply for electricity connection either for low tension or high tension. If the

load of power is between 75 horse power and 130 horse power the consumer

has the option to avail either LT supply or HT supply. If the load exceeds 130

HP the unit is coming under HT consumer.

LIECENSING AUTHIRITIES:-

The following are some of LICENSING AUTHORITIES departmental authorities          for

1. District industries Centre  -  Registration for producing any item

  Production in places other than.

2. Commissioner of corporation

  Or Panchayat union              -   industrial estate.

  3. Pollution control              - pollution control

Board

4. Tamil Nadu electricity      - power supply

Board

5. Commercial tax office       - registration under state.

     6. Central excise                 - registration under state.

     7. TN state Drug                  - Manufacture of Drugs & cosmetic

       Control Admn.

    8. District Health office      - Industries using water.

    9. Directorate of FOOD      - Manufacturing Food and edible items.

       Vegetable preservation

   10. Controller of Explosives- Units covered under Explosives and Fire A

                                                       Arms Act



Unit 3

 InstitutionalArrangementsfor

EntrepreneurshipDevelopment.

Institutional arrangements for entrepreneurship development – D.L.C., I.T.C.O.T.,SIDCO,

NSIC, SISI, - Institutional finance to entrepreneurs – TIIC – SIDBI – Commercial banks, -

Incentives to small scale industries.

Financial institutions play a key-role in providing finance and counseling to entrepreneurs to

enter into new ventures. Capital goods like machine tools, electrical items, engineering,

components and consumer goods like paper products, plastic products, and cosmetics are

produced in large quantities. Institutional finance at various levels encourage the entrepreneurs to

achieve their goals.Financial assistance is also provided to modernize, diversify and even to

rehabilitate sick units. The scale and scope of operations of various development corporations are

presented in this part. 

DistrictIndustriesCentre. (D.L.C)W

With a view to accelerating the small industries development, central and state governments

have taken a number of measures.  Small entrepreneurs find it difficult to identify the appropriate

institution and to follow the complicated procedures. So it was felt necessary to set up a

development agency namely District industries Centre.

DIC shall provide all service and facilities to village and small industries under one roof, The

DICs were established in 1978 in order to cater to the needs of small industrial units.  Each

district is having a DIC at its headquarters .In our country about 420 DICs are functioning.  They

have assisted about 1.5 lakh units generating employment for about 10 lakh persons.  They

promote small, cottage and tiny industries in rural areas and small towns.

FunctionsofDIC

1. It conducts entrepreneurial motivation programmes and develops entrepreneurs.

  2. It helps potential entrepreneurs to select a suitable project by giving technical advice.

3.  It issues provisional Small Scale Industry (S.S.I.) registration which is required for getting

financial assistance. 

  4. It helps entrepreneurs to purchase land and buildings, and plant and machinery.

  5. It helps entrepreneurs to purchase raw materials by issuing necessary certificate.



  6. It arranges training programmes  to entrepreneurs in rural areas and small towns.

7. It also recommends the SSI units to National Small Industries Corporation Ltd (NSIC) for

registration for Government purchase programme.

8. It assists SSI units and small rural artisans to get subsidies in connestion with power charges,

interest payments, etc

INDUSTRIALANDTECHNICALCONSULTUNCYORGANISATIONOFTAMILNADU

(ITCOT)

ITCOT  was set up in 1979 with a paid-up capital of Rs. 10 lakhs.  It was sponsored by the

Industrial Credit and investment corporation of India (ICICI). Its functions are given below.

1. It conducts Entrepreneurial Development Programmes (EDP) for the benefit of new andold

entrepreneurs.

  2. It assists in the preparation of project reports.

  3. It renders consultancy services and pre-investment advice.

  4. It also conducts market survey studies and diagonostic studies.

5. It conducts EDPs on no profit no loss no basis. Each training programme will be of the

duration of two weeks.

 6. It also involves in the preparation of energy conservation reports.

Small Industries Development Corporation

                                                                            (SIDCO)

The small scale industries are coming under the state fist and not under the central list.  So it

is the responsibility of the state government to device and implement various schemes of

assistance to SSIs. 

1) It constructs sheds/buildings in industrial estates for the requirements of entrepreneurs, on

sales/hire-purchase/rental basis.

  2) It undertakes to arrange for supply of machinery on hire purchase/lease basis.

3) It helps in purchasing scarce raw materials through its distribution centres. (eg, iron and steel,

chemicals etc.)

 4) It helps in the procurement of orders for the products of entrepreneurs from the Government.



5) It provides general marketing assistance to the small entrepreneurs in domestic and abroad

markets.

6) It renders financial assistance in the form of  subsidies to industrial units in backward areas

like Central Investment Subsidy, Interest-free sales Tax ioans, State capital subsidy and margin

money for the rehabilitation of sick units.

  7) It also provides technical and managerial assistance to small entrepreneurs.

National Small Industries Corporation Limited

                                                                            (NSIC)

The NSIC was established by the Government of India in 1955.  Its main objective is supplying

machinery and equipment to small enterprise, assisting them in procuring Government orders for

various items of stores. The head office of NSIC is at Delhi. It has four regional offices at

Calcutta, Chennai, Delhi and Mumbai, and 11 branch offices.  Its main functions are given

below.

1. NSIC supplies both indigenous and imported machines on eay hire purchase basis.

Concessional terms are provided to entrepreneurs from weaker sections of the society, women

entrepreneurs, and ex-serviceman.

2. It develops prototypes of machines, equipment and tools which are given to small scale units

for production purpose.

  3. It provides technical training in many trades to create young entrepreneurs.

4. It helps to enlist competent units and facilitate their participation in government stores

purchase programme.

  5. It arranges for the supply and distribution of indigenous and improved raw materials.

6. It takes efforts to construct Industrial estates and run proto type production – cum – training

centres.

  7. It develops export worthiness of small scale units.

  8. It sets up small scale industries in other developing countries on turnkey basis.

SMALL INDUSTRIES SERVICE INSTITUTES

                                                                                         (SISI)

The is one SISI in each state.  It is rendering useful services to small scale industries.  It renders

the following assistance.



  1. It provides technical consultancy and advisory service for setting up small scale units.

  2. It provides workshop facilities for manufacturing dies, tools, jigs and components.

  3. It provides training facilities for workers in basic trades in the workshops of SISI.

  4. It provides physical and chemical testing facilities rates.

  5. It undertakes market survey for the products of small enterprises so as to increase their sales.

  6. It conducts economic survey of particular areas to determine their industrial potentialities.

7. It provides counseling on export procedures and trends in foreign markets. This will enhance

the export activities.

TAMILNADU INDUSTRIALINVESTMENT CORPORATION LIMITED (TIIC)

The TIIC was Incorporated in March 1949 and it commenced its operations on 1st September

1949. It was the first state-level financial institution in the country.  Its area of coverage is Tamil

Nadu Pondicherry States.  Its authorized capital has been at Rs. 40crores.  The Government of

Tail Nadu holds more than 53% of the shares and the rest is held by the Industrial Development

Bank of India, Govt. of Pondicherry and some public institutions.  It has 15 branch offices in

Tamil Nadu.

Functionsof TIIC

1.It plays an important role in improving the industrial development of the state by providing

long term loans by acquiring land, building and machinery to eligible tiny, small and medium

scale units.

2. It enlarges its operations to serve the overall national and 6ocio-economic objectives like the

development of backward areas, and assistance to the priority sectors.

  3. It develops small scale industries which in turn generate large employment opportunities.

4. It sanctions term loans upto Rs. 30 lakhs for new units besides modernization, expansion and

diversification of existing units.

5. It sanctions loans on concessional terms upto (eg. Handicapped entrepreneurs SC/ST

entrepreneurs.)

  6. It encourages persons or concerns by giving soft loans to engage in

              (i) processing goods.

(ii) hotel industry.



            (iii) establishing hospital

            (iv) establishing veterinary clinic.

            (v) transport service.

            (vi) fishing activities.

TIIC’s Eligibility conditions and norms

1. Loans are not given for working capital requirements.

  2. No loan is given to a concern in which the employees of the corporation have vested interest.

3. Loans are given to proprietary concerns, partnership firms, joint stock companies and co-

operative organizations.

  4.The paid up capital of the companies must be between Rs. 1 lakh and Rs. 1 crore.

  5. TIIC will not sanction loan when the project cost exceeds Rs. 3  crores.

  6. The minimum limit of loan is Rs. 5000 and maximum Rs. 30 lakh in one scheme.

7. When an industrial unit avils itself of loans under various schemes, the overall limit is Rs. 65

lakhs.

8. In general, the loan is repayable in 10 hall-yearly installments. Of course, a repayment

holiday upto 2 years may be allowed wherever necessary in the initial stage.

  9. In case of small scale units the debt-equity ratio should be 3:1 and in medium-scale units 2:1.

10. Promoters of industrial or service units must contribute the prescribed amount (from 5% to

20%)

11. TIIC normally stipulates 25%  to 50% security margin on fixed assets for medium-scale

units.  For small scale units security margin is 25% on fixed assets.

12. TIIC sanctions financial assistance on the first change by means of registered mortgage on

fixed assets.

SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT BANK OF INDIA (SIDBI)

Small industries Development Bank of India was set up as an apex level national institution for

promoting, financing and developing industries in the small scale sector.  SIDBI was set up as a

wholly-owned subsidiary of the Industrial Development Bank of India in 1990 with a capital of

Rs. 450 crore.  SIDBI ensures speedy disbursement of credit through direct and indirect

financing mechanisms.



SIDBI has been assigned the task of extending term finance to small scale industrial units,

artisans, village and cottage industrial units in the tiny sector and small road transport operators

through Primary Lending Institutions (PLI). PLIS include State Financial Corporations, State

industrial Development Corporations, State Industrial Investment Corporations, and commercial

banks which have large number of branches across the country.

Functions of SIDBI

1. It provides financial support to National Small Industries Corporation for proving leasing,

hire-purchase and marketing support to SSI units.

  2. It provides resource support to primary lending institutions by way of refinancing of loans.

3. It accepts discounting and rediscounting of bills arising from sale of machinery to or

manufactured by industrial concerns in the small scale sector.

4. It offers financial assistance under seed capital schemes, Mahila Udayam Nidhi and National

Equity Fund through lending institutions.

  5. It also provides services like leasing, factoring etc to the small scale units.

  6. It also grants direct financial assistance for promoting export of products by small scale units.

7. It expands the channels for marketing the products of small scale units in domestic and

overseas markets.

  8. It initiates steps for the technological upgradation and modernization of existing units.

9. It sanctions composite loans of Rs. 50,000 for artisans, village and cottage industries and

small industries in the tiny sector.

10. It provides assistance to physically handicapped/SC/ST entrepreneurs for equipment andor

working capital, inrespective of location.

11. It offers a number of schemes for professionals, medical practioners,tourism activities,

marketing etc.

National Equity Fund Scheme of SIDBI

This scheme was introduced to meet the gap in equity by providing equity-support to small

entrepreneurs. One whose equipment requirement is below Rs. 25 lakhs is coming under tiny

sector; one whose equipment requirements fails between Rs. 25 lakhs and Rs. 1 crore is coming

under small scale sector. The following are eligible to get assistance from the SIDBI.

   1. New entrepreneurs in the tiny and small scale sector.



   2. Existing sick units undertaking rehabilitation, if they will become viable.

3. The industrial unit should be located in village/town having population 5 lakhs.  In the case

of the rehabilitation proposals, the project could be located in towns/villages with population

upto 15 lakhs.

   4. The norms prescribed by the Rehabilitation Reliance Scheme must be conformed.

   5. The industrial unit should be registered with the state Directorate of Industries.

6. Ex-Servicemen (including widows of ex-servicemen) sponsored by the Director-General

(Resettlement) Ministry of Defence, Gov. of India can se up small industrial units including

service industries.

7. Qualified entrepreneurs can avail assistance to meet the gap in the equity contribution. By the

seed capital scheme.  At present the institutions eligible for availing of refinance facilities from

SIDBI are given below.

       State Financial Corporations           18

       State Industrial Development

       Investment Corporation                   26

  Commercial Banks                   76

  Regional Rural Banks                   196

 State Co-sperative Banks  11

       Central and Urban Co-op. Banks.     542

                                                                       ___

       Total                                                       869

                                                                       ___

Commercial Banks

Commercial banks assist enterprises by granting term loans, subscribing to shares and debentures

of corporate enterprises and underwriting security issues of these enterprises.  They render help

in raising long-term funds in the capital market through merchant banking activity.

      Commercial banks in India comprise the following during 1994-96

      State Bank of India               -            1



      S.B.I. Associate Banks          -            7

      Nationalised Banks               -          20

      Private sector Banks             -          34

      Regional Rural Banks            -        196

      Foreign Banks                         -          42

                                                                 ___

                                                                 300

                                                                 ___

Now some more banks were also stared in our country.  The total number of branches

throughout the country goes beyond 50,000.  Most of the commercial banks have got specialized

units in their administrative structure to take care of the financial needs of the small scale

industrial units.  These banks offer integrated schemes of credit for the small entrepreneurs.

New industrial units are also eligible to get financial assistance to meet their medium and long-

term credit needs for purchasing machinery, modernization etc.,

In orderto encourage long-term financing by commercial banks, the Government of India

sponsored a formal scheme of term loans in 1958.  Under this scheme banks were to provided

refinancing facilities against approved term loans from the Refinance Corporation of India Ltd.

(RCI). Later, the RCI was merged with IDBI with effect from September 1, 1964.

Selecting the Suitable Institution for Assistance.

     A new entrepreneur or an existing industrialist should consider the following factors.

   1. Quantum of Loan to be availed.

   2. Terms and conditions of the lending institutions.

3. Where the items to be manufactured are new, there will not be any or less competition, So it

will be better to avail quick loan even at high rate of interest with a view to earning huge profit.

In the case of existing product, competition will be more.  So the entrepreneur should seek loans

at low rate of interest only.

   4. Type of construction of factory buildings.

   5. Type of machinery, domestic make or imported one.

   6. Urban or village area and its backwardness.



   7. Capital portion of the entrepreneur.

One should be able to perceive the Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat in

undertaking a venture. This apalysis of various above factors is known as SWOT Analysis.

INCENTIVESTO SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES

The term Incentive includes concessions,  subsidies, and bounties Subsidy refers to a single

lumpsum, given by the government to an industry.  Subsidy is given to an industry which is

considered essential in the interest of the nation. Bounty denotes the financial aid, given by a

Government to a specific industry to help it compete with other units in the home or overseas

market.  It is a bonus given in proportion to its output.  The central and state governments have

provided several incentives to enable entrepreneurs establish industrial units in backward areas in

the nation.

Merits of incentives.

1. Incentives motivate potential entrepreneurs to start new manufacturing units.

   2. Entrepreneurs are persuaded to establish new industrial units in backward areas.

3. Incentives remove regional imbalances by developing the hitherto backward and neglected

areas.

   4. They provide competitive strength, survival and growth of small scale units.

   5. Incentives create employment opportunities in backward areas.

   6. Incentives and subsidies reduce the burden of small scale entrepreneurs.

Demerits of incentives.

1. Incentive schemes are sometimes misused by the entrepreneurs.  They locate their units just to

get the benefits of incentives.

   2. The government bears much financial strain to implement incentive schemes.

   3. Chances of corruption also improve at various levels.

   4. Tax revenue of the government may be reduced as money relaxations are given.

INCENTIVES OF CENTRALAND STATE GOVERNMENTS.

The following incentives are offered by the Central Government and/or State Governments in

order to encourage small scale entrepreneurs.

   1. Capital investment subsidy



   2. Land ouilding at concessional rates.

   3. Provision for seed capital

   4. Interest –free loans

   5. Allotment of developed/constructed sheds.

   6. Transport subaldy

   7. Interest subsidy

   8. Subsidy for technical consultancy.

   9. Subsidies to artisans and handlooms.

 10. Subsidy for power generation.

 11. Subsidy for R & D works.

 12. Sales tax exemptions

 13. Income Tax and Property Tax exemptions.

 14. Exemption from Stamp Duty.

 15. Concessional water, material, etc.

 16. Price Preference to SSI units,

 17. Assistance for market studies,

 18. Subsidy for industrial housing

 19. Incentive to Non-resident Indians.

 20. Incentives to women entrepreneurs.

INCENTIVES ANDSUBSIDIES IN TAMILNADU

The following are the incentives and subsidies given to the new entrepreneurs to set up their

units in Tamil Nadu.

1.State Capital Investment subsidy scheme.

(i) 15% of the fixed capital investment  subject to a maximum, of Rs. 15 lakhs.

(ii) 20% of the fixed capital investment subject to a maximum of Rs. 20 lakhs for units located

in the most Backward Taluks.



(iii) 5% additional capital subsidy subject to a maximum of Rs. 5 lakhs is given for units in

which more then 30% of the workers are women.

These are given to all new registered small scale industries set up on or after 22.5.1989

including substantial expansions and diversification. There is no limit to the number of such

expansion / diversification (from 1.4.91 as per G.O. Ms. No. 648 India.). About 105 taluks were

declared as backward talkus.

2. Subsidy schemes for selected categories of Industries.

The following types of industries set up anywhere in Tamil Nadu not covered by the State of

Central capital subsidy scheme are eligible to avail a subsidy of 10% of the value of the fixed

assets or at the rate of Rs. 20000 per every regularly employed worker whichever is lower within

an overall limit of Rs. 10 lakhs.

   1. Drugs and formulation of scheduled drugs.

   2. A select list of automobile ancillary units.

   3. Manufacture of equipment, machinery, etc. to tap solar energy.

   4. Export oriented gold jewellery making and diamond processing units.

   5. Jute processing industry in the following 6 taluks.

       (i) Ambasamudram

       (ii) Chengalpattu

      (iii) Kumbakonam

      (iv) Madurai

      (v) Musiri

      (vi) Panruti

6. Special capital subsidy of 10% on the value of fixed assets subject to a ceiling of Rs. 5

lakhs is available for the individual tanneries not availed anyother central /state subsidy.

3. Commission Power Tariff

New industries set up anywhere in Tamil Nadu can avail the power tariff concession for the first

5 years as given below.

      1. For the first 3 years                    66.66% of the Normal High Tension Tariff.



      2. for the 4th year                            80% of the H.T.

      3. for the 5th year                            90% of the H.T.

In addition, new industries established in backward taluks in Tamil Nadu can claim further

reduction of 15% in H.T. Tariff. 

Low Tension (L.T.) Power consuming SSI units located anywhere in Tamil Nadu (Excluding

areas coming under Madras Metropolitan Development Authority and urban land ceiling

jurisdiction can avail concession for three years as follows.

       1. 1st year                30% of energy charges paid

       2. 2nd year               20% of energy charges paid

       3. 3rd year                10% of energy charges paid

4. Water source

New industries set up in any of the backward areas are allowed to draw water from public

sources. They should pay a fixed amount of Rs. 300 per annum as water royalty irrespective of

the quantity of water taken.  This concession can be availed for the first 6 years of working.

5. Stamp Duty Exemtion.

The Govt. of Tamil Nadu has ordered the remission of stamp duty documents with effect from 1-

4-82 in growth centres  at Cuddalore, Gummidipoondi, Housr, Manamadurai, Pudukottai, and

Ranipettai.

6. Interest free sales Tax (IFST) loan

Specified small scale industrial units are eligible for assistance under this scheme.  The

maximum limit of assistance is 20% of the fixed assets or Rs. 20 lakhs whichever is less.  The

units paying sales tax not less than Rs. 4000 in a year are eligible under this scheme. The loan

will be interest free and will be recoverable in the 6th, 7th and 8th years equally.

      7. Concessions to SC/ST Entrepreneurs.

    1. Promoters contribution is reduced to 15%

    2. Interest on terms loans is reduced to 15%

3. State IndustriesPromotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu (SIPCOT) will directly participate in

the share issues and take maximum possible shares.

    4. SIPCOT prepares the feasibility reports at subsidized rates to the propective entrepreneurs.



8. Suitable arrangements are available forgiving on the spot clearances form the point of

view of building plan approval, pollution control permission and the power sanction at the

premises of District Industries Centre itself.

9. Subsidy is given uptoRs. 2000 for getting ISI certification. This subsidy is given only

once for a product.

10. The Government of Tamil Nadu has evolved a rational taniff policy on power supply

with the following concessions.

           1st year    40%                Besides new industries, any

           2nd year    30%               expansion acitivies  can avail

           3rd year     20%               time tariff concession on power.

Other Institutions serving for the Development of small industries.

     1. Industrial and Technical Consuitancy Organisation.

     2. National Producirity Council (NPC)

     3. Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO)

     4. Statee small industries corporations (SSIC)

     5. State industries promotion comporation of Tamil Nadu Ltd (SIPCOT)

     6. Indian investment  centre (IIC)

     7. Entrepreneurial Guidance Bureau (EGB)

     8. Khadi and village industries Board (KVIB)

       9. Khadi and village industries Board (KVIC)

     10. Natiobal Ailiance of Young Entrepreneurs (NAYE)

     11. Small Industry Extenstion Training  Institute (SIETI)

     12. National Research Development Corporation of India (NRDCI)

     13. Exim Bank of India

     14. Export credit Guaranee corporation.

Specialised Institutions for Training  and Development

1. Central Machine Tools Institution, Bangalore.



        2. National institute of small industry Extension Training (NISIET)

        3. Central institute of Tool Design, New Delhi.

        4. Entrepreneurship Development institution of India (EDII)

        5. National institute of Foundry and Forge Technology, Ranchi.

        6. Central institute of Hard Tools. (CIHT) Jalandhar.

        7. Institute for Design of Electrial Measuring Instruments (IDEMI) Mumbai.

        8. Cental institute for plastics Engineering and Tools, Chennai.

        9. Central Tool Room and Training Centres (at Delhi, Kolkatta, Bangalore and Ludhiana)

10. National Institute for Entrepreneurships and small Business Development Hyderabad

(NIESBD)

Programmes of Banks for Entrepreneurs.

  1. State Bank of India                           Entrepreneurial Development programmes.

  2. Punjab National Bank                       Merchant Banking Division.

  3. Bank of Baroda                                  Enterpreneurial Banking Service

  4. Bank of India                                      Entrepreneurial clinic – cum- Guidance Service

  5. Indian Bank                                        Entrepreneurship Service Cell.

  6. Indian Overseas Bank                       Small Business Aid Agency

  7. Canara Bank                                       Industrial Information and Guidance service

   8. Grindlays Bank                                Small scale consuitancy services.

   9. Syndicate Bank                               Small scale industries Department.

 10. United Bank of India                     Technical cell of the Bank Unit 4

 PROJECTREPORT

Project report - meaning and importance – Format of a report (as per requirements of financial

institution)-Project appraisal – market feasibility – Technical feasibility – Financial feasibility –

and Economic feasibility – Break – even analysis.

Project is a scientifically evolved work plan devised to achieve a specific objective within a

specified penod of time.  A project may involve are estaonsnnera  of a new manufacturing plant,



or it may develop infrastructural facilities for the mariveting  of products.  I n short, a project is

the integration of resources namely material, men, machine and money to achieve an objective.

UNIT 4

PROJECTREPORT

A project report is the report which consolidates the details gathered about the industry to

which the project Detonga.  It gives a complete analysis of the input and output of the project. I

highlights  the feasibility of project in terms of vanous factors like economy, finance, technology

and social desirability.  It is necessary for an entrepreneur for carrying our creation.  expansion

and/ or development of facilities to increase the production of goods and services.

ImportanceofaProjectReport

1. It is a written form of the work plan.  Without effect plan, nothing can be achieved

successfully.

2. It is helpful to the entrepreneur for analyzing the exlend of opportunities available.

3. It is a guide prepared by an expert after a thorough analysis of various and demerits of

the project. 

4. It enables the entrepreneur to understand the work plan fully.

5. It studies the economic aspects of the project concerning the marketability and

profitability.

6. It presents technical details about the know – how.  Equipments needed, sources of

availability of machines etc.

7. It indicates the total investment required, contribution by the entrepreneur and sources

of finance etc.

8. It spells out how production should be carried out, description of the product, its

design etc.

9. It may include the qualification and experience of persons to be employed to look

after the management.

10. It must be prepared and submitted to the financial institutions for getting loans,

incentives, subsidies and concessions.

CONTENTSOF APROJECTREPORT

     In general, the following are the contents of a Project Report.

1. Name of the proposed unit

2. Type of product to be manufactured.



3. Objective and scope of the report

4. Requirement of raw materials, their sources, and prices.

5. Details of manufacturing processes, production schedule, etc.

6. Details of plant and machinery, equipments, sources of plant, value of machinery

etc.

7. Details regarding electrical requirements, water supply, etc.

8. Requirements of land, building and plant location etc.

9. Details of products, product specifications, product uses, product standard and other

product characteristics.

10. Details of fixed capital and working capital.

11. Details of workmen, as to their number, type, skill etc.

12. Particulars of trading practices, marketing channels and marketing techniques etc.

FORMATOF APROJECTREPORT

PROJECTREPORT

ONTHE

MANUFACTUREOF (Product)

PROPOSEDUNIT

TABLEOFCONTENTS

S. NO.      Description

I.             PROOSAL

II.              INTRODUCTION

III. ETAILSOF THE PROMOTERS



IV.             STATUS SURVEY OF THE INDUSTRY

  V.  MARKET SURVEY REPORT

 VI.            TECHINICAL FEASIBILITY

VII.            RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMEN

VIII.             LOCATION OF THE UNIT

   IX.             INFASTRUTURE REQUIREMENT

    X.             MANPOWER REUIREMENT

   XI.            COST OF PROJECT AND MEANS OF FINANCE

  XII.             FINANCLAL VIAILITY OF THE PROJECT

 XIII.             GOVERNMENT APPOVALS

 XIV.             KEY ELEMENTS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE INDUSTRY

LISTOFANNEXURES

S.NO.            Description

1.      List of plant and equipment

2.       Sources of raw material plant & equipment

3.       Working capital requirement

4.        Interest  calculation

  5.        Profitability analysis.

6.        Depreciation calculation

  7.        Break-even analysis.

  8.         Cash-cum-funds flow statement.

1.PROPOSAL

  1.1What is being proposed?

 Product/service

 Location

 Ownership



 Project cost.

   1.2    What is required?

 Funding pattern including term loan and capital loan requirement.

 Assistance regarding technical collaboration

2.         INTRODUCTION

       2.1.     Description of product

       2.2.     Details of applications of the product.

       2.3.     Latest trends for the product.

       2.4.     Reasons for project selection.

       2.5.     Product idea.

3. DETAILSOFTHEPROMOTERS

        3.1.     Educational qualifications of the promoters

        3.2.     Experience and background

        3.3.     Project related experience.

        3.4.     Investment potential.

        3.5.     Suitability for manufacturing the products.

        3.6.     Similar information about any other keypersons associated inpromoting the project.

3.7.     If the state is one of the promoters, and if the project has international ramification

with                                                        respect to marketing, technology etc., the information.

Regarding similar projects promoted by the state is to be provided. 

4.     STATUS REPORT

4.1.     No. of existing units functioning.

         4.2.     Performance of existing units.

         4.3.     Installed Capacity and capacity utilization.

         4.4.     Current status of the industryin the country.



4.5.     Current status of the industry in the international Scene (if the proposed project is to

operate at international level in terms of marketing.)

         4.6.     A write upon the superiority of the proposed project from others already operating.

5.      MARKET SURVEY

5.1.    Market Potential analysis.

 Uses of the product

 Available substitutes in the market

   Major Purchasers.

 Purchase decision influence.

 Major attributes of similar products, if available in the market.

 Competitors at the regional/national/international, level (if he project is

expected to market the      product in the international market)

 Strengths and weaknesses  of competitors.

 Strengths of the proposed project.

 Trade practices adopted by the competitors.

 Trade channels adopted bone competitors.

       5.2.     Proposed approach towards marketing

 Area to be covered - regional, national, international.

 Selection of Distribution channels.

 Trade Practices.

 Strategy for entering the market and promoting sales.

      5.3.      Imports (from other cities/towns)

                                   CENTRES BRAND NAMES VARIETIES

      5.4.      Product mix and new varieties.

      5.5.      Demand analysis and scope for new units.

6.     TEHNICAL FEASIBLITY

6.1.      Manufacturing operations.

       6.2.      Process flowchart



       6.3.      Details of technology

 Indigenous or imported

 Arrangements for technical know-how

 Availability of alternative Technologies

 Evaluation of these technology alternatives.

 Possibilities of change in the technology in the course of time and methods

proposed to adopt such changes.

 Various process parameters.

       6.4.         Production schedule

 Time required make one unit of the product.

 Input – Output ratio

 Any National or International standards set for the product quality.

       6.5.         Selection of plant and equipment (Annexure-1)

 Capacity of plant and machinery

 Equipment balancing.

 Supplies

 Cost

 Various alternatives available

 Criteria for choosing the proposed equipments amongst several alternatives.

       6.6.         Raw material specification & requirement (Annexure-2)

 Lit of raw material needed.

 Quantity needed.

 Quality specifications

 Sources of procurement

 Cost of raw material

 Any tie-up arrangement for procurement

 Availability of alternative raw materials.

       6.7.         End product Standards.

       6.8.         Quality control to be used.

       6.9.         Inventory control.

7.      RAW MATERIAL REPQUIREMENT



                        Capacity Utilization

                        1st year     :

               2nd year   :

                        3rd year     :

S. No. RAW MATERIAL 1st year 2nd year 3rd year

QTY     Rs. QTY Rs. QTY Rs.

8.     LOCATION OF THE UNIT

        8.1. Exact location of the project

        8.2. Various alternatives available which have been examined.

        8.3. Criteria for selecting the location.

8.4. Locational advantages like raw material availability, markets, financialbenefits and

incentives provided by the government, availability of skilled labour, availability of power etc.

9.     INFRASRUCTUREREQUIREMENT

         9.1. Land, total area requirement and its cost.



         9.2. Building total built up area required and its cost, layout

         9.3. Power requirements in terms of KW

         9.4. Requirement of water, fuel, effluent disposal etc.

10.     MANPOWER REQUIREMENT:

       10.1. Requirement of skilled, semi-skilled personnel.

       10.2. Requirement of technical and non-technical personnel.

       10.3. Requirement of administrative/managerial staff and marketing personnel.

10.4. Position regarding availability of manpower and standard rates of wages, salaries and

other benefits to be provided.

S.

N

o.

DESCRIPTI

ONNO.

MONTHLYSALA

RYPER

TOTALSALARYPER

MONTHRs.

TOTALSALARYPER

YEARRs.

                   Add 20% of the above towards other benefits.

10.5. Any scheme for training skilled manpower, if they are not readily available.

11.      COST OF PROJECT AND MEANS OF FINANCE:

           11.1. Cost of fixed assets:

 Land

 Building

 Plant & machinery (including electrification installation)

 Furniture / fixtures etc.

           11.2. Working Capital Requirement and Margin Money: (Annexure-3)

 W.C. requirement calculated for first 3 years on proposed capacity utilization



 Prices of various raw materials taken on what basis.

 Accounts  receivable calculated on what credit period and stock of raw material

for how many     days.

 What percentage available from bank, own equity, subsidy etc.

            11.3. Preliminary and Preoperative Expenses (P & P)

                                                      Cost of project & Means of Finance

                                                             (Project Cost Components)

SOURCES OF

FINANCE

FIXED

ASSETS

MARGIN

FOR W.C.

P & P

EXPENSES

TOTAL

{LONG TERM

FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE}

OWNERS

EQUITY

SUBSIDY

TOTAL

12.     FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE PROJECT

12.1. Profitability analysis (Annexure-5)

 Profitability has been calculated on what capacity utilization and no.  of shifts in

operation 3 years.

 Reasons for taking low capacity utilization.

 Prices for various raw materials. trade discount and adv. Expenses etc.

 Interest on long term loan and short term loan (Annexure-4)

 Depreciation at what rate on Plant & Machinery and Building. (Annexure-6)

            12.2. Break-even analysis. (Annexure-7)

            12.3. Analysis of cash-cum-funds flow statements (Annexure-8)

13.     GOVERNMENT APPROVALS



Necessary government approvals  to be obtained.  Clearances from government and other

regulatory agencies for settings up of the project-What are they? What is the status with regard to

obtaining such clearances?

14.      KEY ELEENTS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE INDUSTRY

ANNEXURE      1

     List of Machines & Equipments

S. NO. NAME & SPECIFICATION OF

MACHINE

NO. COST PER

MACHINE

TOTAL

                  Electrification, transportation & C.S.T. etc.

ANNEXURE    2

Details of sources of Raw material, Plant & Equipment should be given here.

ANNEXURE    3

                                                  Working Capital Requirement

                            S. No.         Items                                 No. of days                                    Years of Production

                                                                                                                         I           II           III

  1.                R. M.  Stock

  2.                Work-in-progress

  3.                Finished goods stock

   4.               Accounts receivable

   5.               Operating expense

                       (Power+fuel+water+wages + salaries + a.dmn. expenses)---------

   6.                Total W. C.

   7.                Credit available against raw material

   8.                Net working capital requirement

   9.                Short term borrowings from bank



  10.               Margin by the entrepreneur

ANNEXURE     4

    Interest Cost Calculation

Year of production                      A          B          C          D      E          F

I Year

II Year

III Year

A: Long term loan outstanding

B: Repayment till date

C: Interest on long term loan

D: Short term borrowing from bank

E: Interest on bank borrowing

F=C+E

B) Uses of Funds

  8. Preliminary & pre operative expenses

  9. increase in capital assets

10. Increase in current assets

11. Interest

12. Repayment of long term loan

13. Withdrawals

14. Taxation provision

C) Opening Cash balance

D) Surplus balance (A-B)

                                                                      PROJECT APPRAISAL



Project appraisal is the independent assessment of a project by the lending financial

institution.  It is made to determine the viability of a project.  It identifies and values the expected

costs and revenues of a project.  It is different from project evaluation.  Project evaluation is ex-

post analysis of a project already executed.  Project evaluation compares the real costs and

revenues of the project.

Market feasibility

The promoter must estimate the demand for the products proposed to be manufactured.  A

market analysis must be made covering the following aspects.

(1)     Total size of the market and the expected share that could be captured by the proposed

unit.

          (2)     Marketing planning activities.

          (3)     Organising the marketing process.

(4)     Controlling the deviations, if any points to be considered while formulating a project

report.

  1.      Capacity to be installed must be carefully determined.

  2.     Financial analysis projection must be based on true premises.

  3.     The market study should not be unrealistic.

  4.     Machinery should be selected without any fault.

  5.     Pre-operative costs and working capital margin must be considered.

  6.     Errors in location must be avoided.

  7.     Technical feasibility must be ensured.

  8.     Selling price of the product must be carefully fixed.

  9.     Break-even analysis must be shown.

 10.    The cash flow statement for the initial years must be stated.

Technical feasibility

The technical feasibility studies location land and buildings, the adequacy and suitability

of the plant, the equipments, etc.  It also involves the following

  1)     Selection of manufacturing process.



  2)     Technical engineering services needed.

  3)     Availability of raw materials and other inputs.

  4)     Availability of workers.

  5)     Project design and implementation schedules.

  6)     Possibilities for expansion and diversification to vlihse the existing capacity.

Financial feasibility

           The financial feasibility examines the following:

  1)     Cost of the project

  2)     Cost of production

  3)     Profitability

  4)     Cash flow estimates

  5)     Break-even analysis

  6)     Debt-equity pattern.

  7)     Prcforma Balance sheets.

Economic feasibility:

The economic feasibility is connected with the total supply and demand for the product

proposed.  It involves the following:

  1)     Continuous production

  2)     Increase in production

  3)     Increase in employment opportunities

  4)     Possibility of earnings

  5)     Higher standard of living of the society

  6)     Improved income distribution



  7)     Increased national income.

Break Even Analysis.

Break-even analysis is a specific method of presenting and studying the inter-relationship

of costs, volume and profit. So it is also know as cost-volume-profit (CVP) analysis.

A business is said to break-even when its total costs are equal to total sales.  Break even

point is a point where there is neither profit nor loss.  So it is know as ‘No Profit No loss point’.

Before making this analysis.  One should classify the expenses info fixed and variable.

Fixed expenses do not change and remain constant irrespective of the change in the volume of

output. (e.g. Rent, Interest.  Administration expenses) Variable expenses change in direct

proportion to the volume of production.  (e.g. Materials, Wages, Production expenses) The

following formulae are used in practice.

             1)  Break-even point =                             Total fixed cost

                                                                ____________________________________

 Selling price per Unit – Variable cost per are

                                                   = ……………………units

By using the above formula one are find out the break. Even point in quantity.  If the

Break even quantity is sold, there will not be any loss or profit.   Beyond this point every unit

sold will contribute towards profit.

               2)  Break even sales  = Total fixed cost

                                                        ________________          sales

                      Sales –Variable cost

                 (Sales-variable cost is also known as contribution)

                                                         BE sales = Rs.

By applying the above formula, one can find out the break even sales volume in terms

of rupees.

                   Every entrepreneur must know the Break-even point fox his manufacturing concern.

Illustration :

                   From the following estimated data, find out Break ever point and Break even sales.



                              Units Produced and sold.        2000

                              Selling Price per unit                Rs. 30

                              Variable Cost Per Unit             Rs. 18

                              Fixed costs                                 Rs. 12000

Statementof contribution & Profit.

                                                  p/u                   Total

Sales (2000 units)                  30.00                 60000

-variable Cost                         18.00                 36000

                                                 _____                _____

 Contribution                          12. 00                24000

-Fixed Cost                                 6. 00                12000

                                                  _____                _____

Profit                                           6. 00                12000

                                                  _____                _____

From the above statement, we can find out the following

1)  Break-even point =        fixed cost

                                         _________________

                                           Sales – variable cost

                                        = 12000             12,000

                                            ______    =      _____

                                             30 – 18                12

                                        = 1000 units.

2)  Break even Sales =          fixed cost

                                         _________________     *Sales



                                          Sales – Variable cost

                                       =       12000

                                           __________   *60000

                                            60000-36000

                                       =  12000

                                           _____   *60000

                                            24000

                                       = Rs. 30, 000

As shown above the Break even point is 1000 units.  In order to avoid any loss, the

entrepreneur must take his efforts to sell 1000 units.  Beyond 1000 units every unit sold shall

contribute to the profit.  In terms of rupees.  The break even sales is Rs. 30000 (ie 1000 units *

Rs. 30) and at this level there will not be any loss or profit.

Where a firm is dealing with several products.  A composite break-even point can be

calculated, using the following formula.

            Composite Break-even sales

 (ie overall BE sales)

                                     =Total fixed costs * Total Saies

                                         _______________________

                                         Total sales-Total variable cost

When the actual sales is more than the break even sales, it is called margin of

safety.  (ie. Margin of safety = Actual sales –Break even sales).  Where the margin of safety is

higher, it indicates that the business is sound.  An entrepreneur should aim at reaching a higher

margin of safety. 

UNIT 5



     CASE HISTRORIES OF SUCCCESSFUL WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

In the past couple of decades, the status of women in Indian society has changed

drastically. Today, Women have been playing a vital role in the growth of the Indian economy

and have made a big impact and got success in almost every sector. Here I have listed the top 10

famous Women Entrepreneurs, who have done something different to boost the Indian

economy and inspired other women.

#1 Vandana Luthra – The founder of VLCC

Vandana Luthra is an Indian businesswoman, philanthropy and chairperson of the beauty &

Wellness sector skill council (B&WSSC). In 1989, she stared the company called VLCC as a

beauty and slimming service centre. Later, she added more services such as hair build, full-body

laser, grooming and Dermat services. In April 2013, she awarded with Padma Shree award by

Indian President Pranab Mukherjee. Vandana Luthra has been running NGO called Khushii,

which offers a scholarship for free education to those who are underprivileged and physically

challenged.

#2 Kiran Mazumdar Shaw – The founder of Biocon Limited

Kiran Mazumdar Shaw is known as India’s wealthiest self-made women entrepreneur

who found a biopharmaceutical firm in 1978. This firm has entered in US biosimilars market and

is getting the attention of investors. As per Forbes, it is the first company to get approval from

the USFDA. She has put big fortune to build deep R&D- Based biotech firm. In 2019 she held

the title called Indian’s 54th richest person and world’s 65th powerful woman. As far as her

qualification is concerned, she did a bachelor’s and master’s degree from Bangalore University

and Melbourne University respectively.

#3 Priya Paul– The chairperson of Park Hotel

Priya Paul is an Indian woman Entrepreneur who is chairperson of Apeejay Surrendra

park hotels. After finishing her studies from Wellesley College (US), she started working under

her father as a marketing manager. At age 51, she is considered one of the most influential

women. According to Wikipedia, in 2012, Paul revised India’s most honorable award called

Padma Shree Award by Pratibha Shing Patil (Former Indian president).

#4 Ritu Kumar – The Fashion designer

Ritu Kumar is an Indian fashion designer who began her Fashion career in Kolkata.

Initially, she was making bridal wear and evening clothes. After decades, she entered an

international market. She has been operating her business in several different forging cities

France and New York. In 2013, She awarded Padma Shree by the government of India. About

her education, she completed schooling at Loreto Convent and have done college from lady

Irwin College. Later she got a scholarship at Briarcliff College in New York, where she pursued

Art History.
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#5 Suchi Mukherjee – Founder & CEO of Limeroad

In 2012, Suchi Mukherjee created online clothing and lifestyle accessories marketplace

and named Limeroad. Today this company is known as Indian’s most stylish online shopping

website for men and women. She graduated in economics and went to economic school in

London, to pursue a master’s finance degree. If we talk about his achievement, she received

many awards like Coolest Start-up of the year (from Business Today), Infocom woman of the

year- Digital Business, and Unicorn Start-up Award (NDTV).

#6 Indra Nooyi – The board member of Amazon

Indra Nooyi is a former CEO of PepsiCo who has joined Amazon’s board of directors.

After completing a master’s degree from Yale School of Management, she worked as a product

manager at Johnson & Johnson. Later she joined the Boston Consulting Group as a strategy

consultant. In 1994, she started working at PepsiCo, later she led the company as CEO from

2006 to 2018. In Feb 2019, she elected a member of Amazon’s board of directors. In 2017, She

held title world’s 11th powerful woman as per Forbes.

 #7 Aditi Gupta – The Co-founder of Menstrupedia

Aditi Gupta is an author and co-founder of the Menstrupedia. Aditi and her husband

created a comic book to illustrate and educate girls about menstruation. Later, they created a

website called menstrupedia.com. In 2014, Menstrupedia became a partner with Whisper India

for their school contact program and presented “Touch the Pickle”, this movement occurred in

four different cities. In 2014, she launched a comic book and got pretty much success, the book

has been translated into Spanish and Nepali. Menstrupedia comics are used by schools like

Bright English School Ahmedabad, Ecole Mondiale World School, GlS Primary school, and

many others.

#8 Falguni Nayar – The Founder of Nykaa

After working 20 years as an investment banker with Kotak Mahindra, she left the job to

pursue her own dream. In 2012, she stared company Nykaa, which sells online cosmetic and

wellness products. Today, the company has become so famous among Indian women. The

company offers more than 850 brands and has introduced 35 physical stores. In 2017, she got the

title of “Most powerful business “by Business Today. She also received the “woman Ahead”

award at the Economic Times. Since 2014, The company has been a partner with Femina.

#9 Vani Kola – Founder, Kalaari Capital

Vani Kola is a venture capitalist and founder & managing director of Kalaari Capital. She

has done her master of science degree from Arizona State University. During her 22 years in

Silicon Valley, she founded two company Rightwrok and Certus software. In 2006, she returned

to India. In India, she started her career as a Venture capitalist; she did a partnership with NEA

(New Enterprise Associates). In Sep 2012, Kalaari Capital stared operation with a 150-million-
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dollar fund. In 2018, She won the TiE Delhi-NCR 5th Edition of women Entrepreneurship

Summit Award. She also got NDTV Women of Worth award for entrepreneurship.

#10 Radhika Ghai Aggarwal – Co-Founder & CMO, Shopclues.com

Equipped with more than 15 years of marketing experience in several industries such as

Fashion & lifestyle, advertising & public relations, and others. She became Co-founder of

Shopclues.com. In 2011, the company was founded in Silicon Valley. Today, this e-commerce

business has become India’s largest fully managed marketplace and has over 7 million visitors

each month. The company serves more than 9 thousand cities. She has done MBA from

Washington University. Her achievement makes her innovative tech women entrepreneurs in

India.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA:

Women constitute around half of the total world population. So it is in India also. They

are, therefore, regarded as the better half of society.

In traditional societies, they were confined to the four walls of houses performing household

activities. In modem societies, they have Come but of the four walls to participate in all sorts of

activities.

The global evidence buttress that women have been performing exceedingly well in different

spheres of activities like academics, politics, administration, social work and so on.

Now, they have started plunging into industry also and running their enterprises successfully.

Therefore, while discussing on entrepreneurial development, it seems in the fitness of the context

to study the development of women entrepreneurs in the country.

Let us begin with understanding the concept of women entrepreneurs.

Concept of Women Entrepreneurs

Based on the general concept of an entrepreneur just discussed in the previous chapter, women

entrepreneurs may be .defined as a woman or group of women who initiate, organize and run a

business enterprise.
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In terms of Schumpeterian concept of innovative entrepreneurs, women who innovate, imitate or

adopt a business activity are called “women entrepreneurs’’.

The Government of India has defined women entrepreneurs based on women’s participation in

equity and employment of a business enterprise.

Accordingly, a women entrepreneur is defined as “an enterprise owned and controlled by women

having a minimum financial interest of 51 per cent-bf the capital and giving at least 51 percent of

the employment generated in the enterprise to women”.

However, this definition is subject to criticism mainly on the condition Of employing more than

50 percent of women workers in the enterprises owned and run by the women.

In nutshell, women entrepreneurs are those women who think of a business enterprise, initiate it,

organize and combine the factors of production, operate the enterprise and undertake risks and

handle economic uncertainty involved in running a business enterprise.

Functions of Women Entrepreneurs

As an entrepreneur, a woman entrepreneur has also to perform all the functions involved in

establishing an enterprise.

These include idea generation and screening, determination of objectives, project preparation,

product analysis, determination of forms of business organization, completion of promotional

formalities, raising funds, procuring men, machine and materials and operation of a business.

Frederick Harbison has enumerated the following five functions of a women entrepreneur:

1. Exploration of the prospects of starting a new business enterprise.

2. The undertaking of risks and the handling of economic uncertainties involved in the business.

3. Introduction of innovations or imitation of innovations.

4. Coordination, administration and control.

5. Supervision and leadership.



The fact remains that, like the definition of the term ‘entrepreneur’, different scholars have

identified different sets of functions performed by an entrepreneur whether man or woman.

All these entrepreneurial functions can be classified broadly into 3 categories;

1. Risk-bearing.

2. Organization.

3. Innovations.

Growth of Women Entrepreneurship

Women in India constitute around half of the country’s population. Hence, they are regarded as

the “better half of society”. In the official proclamation, they are on par with men.

But, in real life, the truth prevails otherwise. Our society is still male-dominated and women ate

not treated as equal partners both inside and outside four walls of the house.

They are treated as weak and dependent on men. As such, the Indian women enjoy a

disadvantageous status in the Society. Let some facts be given.

The low literacy rate (40%), low work participation rate (28%) and low urban population share

(10%) of women as compared to 60%, 52%, and 18% respectively of their male counterparts well

confirm their disadvantageous position in the society.

Our, age-old sodocultural traditions and taboos arresting the women within four walls of their

houses also make their conditions more disadvantageous These factors combined!)’ serve as non-

conducive conditions for the emergence and development of women entrepreneurship in the

country.

Given these unfavorable conditions, the development of women entrepreneurship is expectedly

low in the country.

This is well indicated by a dismally low level of women (5.2%) in total self-employed persons in

the country.



Further, women entrepreneurs in India accounted for 9.01% of the total of 1.70 million

entrepreneurs during 1988–89

A cross-country comparison reveals that the emergence and development   of   entrepreneurship is

largely caused by the availability of supporting conditions in a country.

To quote, with improving supporting conditions, the share of women-owned enterprises in the

United States has risen hum 7.1% in 1977 to 32% in 1990. It is likely to reach 50% by the turn of

the 20th century.

In India, women’s entry into business is a new phenomenon.

Women entry into the business, or say, entrepreneurship is traced out as an extension of their

kitchen activities mainly to 3 Ps, viz.. Pickles, Powder, and Pappad. Women in India plunged into

business for both pull and push factors. Pull factors imply the factors which encourage women to

start an occupation or venture with an urge to do something independently.

Push factors refer to those factors which compel women to take up their own business to tide over

their economic difficulties and responsibilities.

With growing awareness about a business and the spread of education among women over the

period, women have started shifting from 3 Ps to engross to 3 modem Es, viz., Engineering,

Electronics, and Energy.

Urey has excelled in these activities.

Women entrepreneurs manufacturing solar cookers in Gujarat, small foundries in Maharashtra

and T.V. capacitors in Orissa have proved beyond doubt that given the opportunities, they can

excel their male counterparts. Smt. Sumati Morarji (Shipping Corporation), Smt. Kirloskar

(Mahila Udyog Limited), Smt. Neena Malhotra (Exports) and Smt Shahnaz Hussain (Beauty

Clinic) are some exemplary names of successful and accomplished women entrepreneurs in our

country Case studies of two successful women entrepreneurs are given at the last of the book.

In India, Kerala is a state, with the highest literacy (including women literacy) reflecting a

congenial atmosphere for the emergence and development of women entrepreneurship in the

State.
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According to a study, the number of women’s industrial units in Kerala was 358 in 1981 which

rose to 782. in March 1984. These 782 units included 592 proprietory concerns, 43 partnership

firms, 42 charitable institutions, 03 joint-stock companies and 102 co-operative societies covering

a wide range of activities.

On the whole, the proper education of women in Kerala resulted in high motivation among them

to enter into business.

The financial, marketing and training assistance provided by the State Government also helped

motivate women to assume an entrepreneurial career.

Women’s desire to work at the place of residence, the difficulty of getting jobs in the public and

private sectors and the desire for social recognition also motivated women in Kerala for seif-

employment. Like Kerala, an increasing number of women are entering the business in the State

of Maharashtra also.

Problems of Women Entrepreneurs

Women entrepreneurs encounter two sets of problems, viz., general problems of entrepreneurs

and problems specific to women entrepreneurs. These are discussed as follows:

1. The problem of Finance: Finance is regarded as “life-blood” for any enterprise, be it big car

small. However, women entrepreneurs suffer from a shortage of finance on two counts.

Firstly, women do not generally have property on their names to use them as collateral for

obtaining funds from external sources. Thus, their access to the external sources of funds is

limited. Secondly, the banks also consider women less credit-worthy and discourage women

borrowers on the belief that they can at any time leave their business. Given such a situation,

women entrepreneurs are bound to rely on their savings, if any, and loans from friends and

relatives which are expectedly meager and negligible. Thus, women enterprises fail due to

the shortage of finance.

2. Scarcity of Raw Material: Most of the women enterprises are plagued by the scarcity of

raw material and necessary inputs. Added to this is the high prices of raw material, on the one

hand, and getting raw material at the minimum of discount, on the other. The failure of many

women co-operatives in 1971 engaged in basket-making is an example of how the scarcity of

raw material sounds the death-knell of enterprises run by women.

3. Stiff Competition: Women entrepreneurs do not have organizational set-up to pump in a lot

of money for canvassing and advertisement. Thus, they have to face stiff competition for



marketing their products with both the organized sector and their male counterparts. Such a

competition ultimately results in the liquidation of women enterprises.

4. Limited Mobility: Unlike men, women’s mobility in India is highly limited due to various

reasons. A single woman asking for a room is still looked upon suspicion. The cumbersome

exercise involved in starting an enterprise coupled with the officials’ humiliating attitude

towards women compels them to give up the idea of starting an enterprise.

5. Family Ties: In India, a woman mainly must look after the children and other members of

the family. Man plays a secondary role only. In the case of married women, she has to strike

a fine balance between her business and family. Her total involvement in the family leaves

little or no energy and time to devote to the business. Support and approval of husbands seem

a necessary condition for women’s entry into the business. Accordingly, the educational level

and family background of husbands positively influence women’s entry into business

activities.

6. Lack of Education: In India, around three-fifths (60%) of women are still illiterate. Illiteracy

is the root cause of socio-economic problems. Due to the lack of education and that too

qualitative education, women are not aware of a business, technology, and market

knowledge. Also, a lack of education causes low achievement motivation among women.

Thus, the lack of education creates problems for women in the setting up and running of

business enterprises.

7. Male-Dominated Society: Male chauvinism is still the order of the day in India. The

Constitution of India speaks of equality between sexes. But, in practice, women are looked-

upon, i.e. weak in all respects. Women suffer from male reservations about a woman’s role,

ability and capacity and are treated accordingly. In nutshell, in the male-dominated Indian

society, women are not treated equally to men. This, in turn, serves as a barrier to women’s

entry into the business.

8. Low Risk-Bearing Ability: Women in India lead a protected life. They are less educated

and economically not self-dependent. All these reduce their ability to bear risk involved in

running an enterprise. Risk-bearing is an essential requisite of a successful entrepreneur.

In addition to the above problems, inadequate infrastructural facilities, shortage of power, high

C’wt of production, social attitude, low need for achievement and socio-economic constraints also

hold the women back from entering into business.



Development of Women Entrepreneurs — Recent Trends

Days are gone when women in Mia remained confined to within four walls of their homes and

their immense strength and potential remained unrecognized and unaccounted for.

Now, they are increasingly participating in all spheres of activities. The fact remains that the

citadels of excellence in academics, politics, administration, business, and industry are no longer

the prerogatives of men in India

The consensus that is emerging in all discussions relating to She development of women is that

the promotion of women entrepreneurs should form an integral part of all development efforts.

Tire experience of the United States where the share of women-owned enterprises is continuously

on increase strengthens the view that the future of small-scale industries depends very much on

the entry of women into the industry.

Several national and international organizations and agencies have appreciated the need for and

importance of developing women entrepreneurs in recent years. A brief review of it is given here.

To develop better half of the society, the United Nations declared the decade 1975–85 as the

Decade for Women.

The UNIDO Preparatory Meeting on the Rote of Women in Industrialisatim in Developing

Countries held at Vienna during 6–10 February 1978 identified several constraints such as social,

altitudinal and institutional barriers, inadequate employment opportunities, inappropriate and

inadequate training, insufficient information and so on-which held women back from participating

in industrial activities.

The World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women held at Copenhagen in

Denmark on 30th June 1980 also adopted a program aimed at promoting full and equal

opportunities and treatment of women in employment and their access to non-traditional skilled

hades.

The Tirslldatiaml Conference of Women Entrepreneurs held at New Delhi in November 1981

advocated the need for developing women entrepreneurs for the overall development of the

country, ft called for priority to women in allotment of land, sheds, a sanction of power, licensing,

etc.



The Second International Conference of Women Entrepreneurs organized by the National

Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (NAYE) held in 1989 at New Delhi also adopted certain

declarations involving women’s participation in the industry.

The Government of India has been assigning increasing importance to the development of women

entrepreneurs in die country in recent years.

The Sixth Five Year Plan, for example, proposed for promoting female employment in women-

owned industries. The Government moved a step forward in the Seventh Five Year Plan by

including a special chapter on the Integration of Women in Development. The chapter suggested:

 To treat women as specific target groups in all development programs.

 To devise and diversify vocational training facilities for women to suit their varied needs and

skills.

 To promote appropriate technologies to improve their efficiency and productivity.

 To assist in marketing their products

 To involve women in the decision-making process.

In her recent Industrial Policy 1991, the Government of India further stressed the need for

conducting special entrepreneurship development programs for women to encourage women to

enter the industry. Product and process,-oriented courses enabling women to start small scale

industries are also recommended in the Policy Statement.

There are several institutional arrangements both at the centre and the state levels like nationalised

banks, state financial corporations, state industrial corporations, district industry centres and

voluntary agencies like FICCI’s Ladies Organisation (FLO), National Alliance of Young

Entrepreneurs (NAYE) Which have been engaged in protecting and developing women

entrepreneurs in the country.

Added to these are national and international women associations set up with a purpose to create a

congenial environment for developing women entrepreneurship in rural and urban areas.



MAJOR CAUSES OF SICKNESS IN SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES

Small Scale Industries (SSIs) play vital role in the economic development of a country.

Some SSIs turn out to be sick due to various reasons. Some of the major causes for sickness

in small scale industries are dealt in brief. 1. INADEQUACY OF WORKING CAPITAL

Some units turn out sick due to inadequacy of working capital. There may exists delay in

sanction of working capital by financial institutions. Industrial units find it difficult to meet out

day to day operations due to the time gap between sanction of term loan and working capital

needs. Shortage of Working Capital is one of the main reasons for sickness.

2. NON-AVAILABILITY OF CREDIT

Sickness in SSI sector may be attributed to non-availability of credit. Delay in getting loans may

result in stoppage of work or lead to production loss. Low production may lead to reduced sales

which in turn may lead to financial loss.

3. POOR AND OBSOLETE TECHNOLOGY

Some industrial units use technology which is outdated. Out dated technology may affect the

quantity and quality of production. This results in production loss and reduces demand for the

goods.

4. NON AVAILABILITY OF RAW MATERIAL

Some units may require raw material which are scarcely available. Sometimes, the raw material

required by the unit may not be available in abundance. Hence, this affects the production and

the sales of the goods. If the raw material is not abundantly available, then the industrial units

have to spend a large amount of money to buy them. This may result in financial loss.

5. MARKETING PROBLEMS

Sometimes, the industrial units may not know as to how to create demand for the products. Lack

of marketing knowledge may result in less demand for the goods. Similarly, there may be less

demand for the goods produced by the SSI due to competition or change in the taste of the

buyers.

For example, lot of units producing dyes and ceramics have been found sick in Gujarat and

Tirupur.

6. ERRATIC POWER SUPPLY

Shortage in power supply affects the industries. This results in delay in production of goods and

leads to financial losses.

7. LABOUR PROBLEMS

The relationship between the employer and the employees may not be cordial. Some of the

labour problems such as strike, lay off, lock out may lead to industrial sickness.
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8. POOR MANAGEMENT

The entrepreneur must be a good planner, organizer and a manager. If the Industrial Unit

promoters lack managerial skills, then it may lead to several problems.

9. INADEQUATE ATTENTION TO R&D

Industries have to allocate a part of money in research and development to survive and compete

with competitors. Failure to focus on the above may lead to industrial sickness

10. DIVERSION OF RESOURCES

If the employer utilizes the funds obtained for the business for any personal purposes, then

diversion of funds will lead to industrial sickness. The funds used for personal purposes cannot

be regenerated and hence it may result in delay in payment of loans or financial crisis for the

borrower of the loan.

11. GLOBALIZATION

Small scale industrial units may find it very difficult to compete with large scale industries and

foreign competitors. Inability of the units to face growing competition due to liberalization and

globalization may lead to industrial sickness.

12. DISPUTE AMONG PARTNERS

There may arise dispute between the partners or family members running the unit. This results in

stoppage of work and leads to industrial sickness.

13. OVERAMBITIOUS PROJECTS

The project may not be technically feasible, such an overambitious project is one of the reasons

for industrial sickness

REMEDIAL MEASURES TO OVERCOME SICKNESS

Some of the remedial measures to curb and overcome sickness in industrial undertakings are as

follows:

1. IDENTIFYING SICKNESS AT INITIAL STAGE

Sickness in Small Scale Industries are not a sudden phenomenon but it is a gradual process

taking 5 to 7 years eroding the health of a unit beyond cure. Therefore, the identification and

detection of the sickness at incipient stage is the first and foremost measure to detect and reduce

industrial sickness. Sickness must be identified at initial stage.

2. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Lending agencies need to relax their lengthy process and other norms for extending credit to the

SSIs. To combat the incidence of sickness financial institutions should grant credit without delay

to SSI sector.

A number of initiatives can be undertaken to overcome credit problems such as:.
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1. Increasing Working capital limit.

2. Enhancing the powers of bank managers of specialized bank branches in offering credit to

SSI.

3. Strengthening the mechanism for discounting bills.

4. Reduced rate of interest.

These measures would improve the flow of credit and keep a check on the incidence of sickness.

3. IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure facilities can be improved by setting up industrial estates. Common testing centres

etc., infrastructural problems can be solved by improving the roadways, waterways, establishing

telecommunication systems.

4. TECHNOLOGY UP-GRADATION

Funds may be provided by the financial institutions for adoption of advanced technology.

Similarly, some sort of training may be provided for use of the latest technology to overcome

technological problems. Technological up-gradation can help to overcome technological

obsolescence.

5. MARKETING ASSISTANCE

Marketing assistance may be provided to entrepreneurs for marketing the goods produced by

them. Government must help to market the goods. Government and Non Government

Organizations (N.G.Os) can come forward for marketing the goods produced by the SSI sector.

The problem of poor marketing of the products can be solved by coordinated efforts of

entrepreneurs and promotional agencies.

6. LIQUIDATION

It is better to wind up the business when there is no possibility to revive the unit.

7. GOVERNMENT INTERVENTIONS

Interventions must be made by the government to prevent sickness. Periodic review of financial

statements can help to identify and prevent sickness at initial stage.

8. TRAINING

A proper environment must be created where an entrepreneur will be educated and will have a

proper knowledge, skill and experience about internal and external environment of business to

compete with large-scale industries and multinational companies.

9. REHABILITATION

Potentially viable sick units should be dealt well for the purpose of rehabilitation. Rehabilitation

is a remedy considered for industrial units, which have already become sick and for the units that

are on the verge of collapse.
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Under the provisions of SICA, 1985, the Government of India has established Board for

Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) in January 1987 for determining the preventive,

ameliorative, remedial and other measures which are required to be taken in respect of sick

industrial company and for expeditious enforcement of rehabilitation schemes.

The main objective of SICA is to determine sickness and expedite the revival of potentially

viable units or closure of unviable units (unit here in refers to a Sick Industrial Company). It was

expected that by revival, idle investments in sick units will become productive and by closure,

the locked up investments in unviable units would get released for productive use elsewhere.

The measures taken by BIFR are

1. Legal

2. Financial restructuring

3. Managerial






